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Jump into the original content of the focused look reveals flawless architectural details, elegant finishes, and visual sleights of hands used by designer Larry Laszlo to transform the New York apartment of fashion executive Kenneth WyseNovember 2, 2014Kenneth Wyse in his Manhattan apartment. A
fragile cabinet hides a structural pillar at the entrance lined in a faux-stone wallpaper. Kenneth Weiss's Manhattan home was renovated by decorator Larry Laszlo; in the living room, mantel's new mirror panel surrounds the original piece. Laszlo updated Galli's kitchen with a black palette; dishwasher and
range are by General Electric. Anne Sax subway tiles and loan padstal sinks look classic to the refurbished bathroom. The master bedroom is a neutral symphony, with Ralph Lauren Homme painting in different colors and finishing for walls, ceilings, and molds. Trading options is very different from
trading stocks or mutual funds, but can come with some real benefits for investors. But what are options trading? In this article, we will take a look at what options trading is and how it might suit your investment strategy. The basics of options are trading options, you first need to know what they are. One
option -- also known as a stock option or stock option -- is a contract between a buyer and a seller related to a particular stock or other investment. The option buyer has the right for the seller to force the option to do whatever the contract specifies within the period of time specified by the option. When the
buyer practices the option, the seller must follow the instructions set by the option. For example, a contact option in the stock gives the buyer the option to purchase a specified number of shares at a predetermined price at any time before the specified expiry date. The seller option must sell the stock to
the buyer option if the buyer exercises the option. The most important aspect of an option is that, as the name implies, the buyer has the right to apply the contract, but under no obligation to do so. Therefore, the buyer will only apply the option if it is smart to do so. In the example above, say that the
contact option let the holder pay $100 per share for a given stock (known as strike price or sports price). If the underlying stock on the market was traded at $50 per share, the option buyer would never have exercised that option, because it would be foolish to pay $100 for a stock that the buyer could buy
for $50 on the open market. However, if the share price in the market was $175, then the buyer would apply the option contract, as $100 would be a bargain compared to the dominant share price. There are several ways to trade options. In addition to the contact options as described above, placing the
buyer options option the right to sell shares at the given price, protecting the option buyer from losses in the position of shares or profits from moving stocks down. You can also combine different calls and Options to use more complex options strategies that turn a profit under different circumstances. You
can also choose to become an option writer and sell options instead of simply buying them. What are the advantages of options trading? There are many reasons why options trading can be a great complement to your existing investment strategy. They include: options to give you leverage in your
investment. Contract options can reveal cheaper investor exposure to shares than buying shares, magnifying both profits and losses in the event of a stock price move. Options can also reduce risk in your overall portfolio. For example, you can use an option strategy that combines buying a placed option
to sell shares at the price specified by owning your shares. That trade, known as a protective putt, gives you upside down if the stock price rises but protects you from part of the loss if the stock price falls. Options can provide a source of income. By selling options instead of buying them, you are the one
who receives the payment of this option. Even if the option goes unexercised, you get to keep that payment assumed as compensation for having an obligation for the contract. What is the risk of options trading? Uncomfortable these benefits have some real risks to options. First of all, options often expire
unsevalued, resulting in the total loss of whatever the buyer paid for this option. For those who used to see stock moves even 5% to 10% as a really big deal, options fluctuations can come as a big shock. Second, there is a learning curve involved with options trading. Many brokerage firms offer options
trading, but you have to meet some of the added regulatory requirements before your broker will allow you to actually use options as part of your trading strategy. For example, you have to read some educational materials about market options as well as learn how your broker handles accepting orders for
options. In addition, you need to know what to do to tell your broker that you want to apply an option -- and also what will happen if you sell an option and the buyer decides to apply it against you. Finally, there are some options strategies that only work well when you make multiple transactions
simultaneously. Because options markets aren't always as liquid as the stock market, those concurrent trading doesn't always work perfectly -- and that could introduce the risk that your strategy won't work as you intended or hoped. Picking the best brokerage options if you want to trade options, then
finding a top stockbrok is very important. Here's what to look for:Low commissions: Practically all online brokers have eliminated commissions on stock trading. But it's also not normally true with options -- a few brokers offer free options, but the majority offer an average position per contract Charge for
options. Good research: Special options evaluation tools can be very useful, but not all brokerage firms offer Trading platform: Any trading platform without frills can be good for buying and keeping stock investors, but the platform's packed feature can be a major advantage for the option trader. Great
customer support: Options traders are more likely to have to talk to customer service agents in order to get their transactions done the way they want, especially for more complex strategies. Nothing is more frustrating than having broker customer service agents really understand what you're trying to do
with your options deals. Take a closer look at OptionsOf of course, options trading is a far more complicated topic than we can explain in a 1000-word article, so it's important to spend some time learning about different options strategies and risks involved before we start. Options trading takes more effort
to do well than stock trading, and options can scare some investors into dishonesty. But by understanding the pros and cons involved with trading options, you'll be able to decide whether the options are right for you -- and then find a broker that will help you get the job done. I've been living under a new
anthem these days, and as obvious as it seems, I still have it in between with ;) Mainly because it's Friday and I want you to make the weekend feel good about yourself going towards the opposite. Today's topic is about achieving your goals. Or not to give up your goals instead. Tell me if this sounds
familiar: you're super excited to accomplish _____. You prioritize it and get all hardcore about it! You have a whole month without slipping all along and then one day you slip and you cry a little inside you make up for that next day, and now you're back on track... until you go up again . Then one day two,
two days becomes three and finally you're completely hand-drawn. But hey, you shot him! If you set new year resolutions, I'm sure you know what I'm talking :) How are they going anyway? I'm called the all or nothing mentality. Second ups slip themselves into two-day territory it all becomes a downhill
spiral, and you feel more and more like big fat dummy wondering why everyone else $hit your life together but you. But here's a hint: they don't. They just put good things on Facebook now I've done it with my money, I've done it with my projects and I've been doing it almost with my health recently. Well,
I'm here to tell you that a new revolutionary strategy has been invented. It's called Do the best you can, dummy! Where you, *ahem*, do the best you can and not give up. Because when you miss you zilch in front and anything is better than zilch, unless we're talking about STDs (and I'm pretty sure we're
not talking about STDs, are ProtectionIsSexy.com we? Here are the rules to play: You are really the best that you can adapt to the curved ball of life and just cry a little bit about it you don't berate To do everything like Mr/Mrs Full Good Two Shoes and most importantly, don't give me as I've been following
this strategy for three months now, and I can assure you it has been a much more rewarding experience than simply going big or going home. It feels a bit like winning third place ribbons, if you want. It's not quite the best place to come in, but it's helluva much better than getting an honorable mention ;)
And your parents will buy you an ice cream cone later if he remembers, my personal resolutions for 2014 were to cut off sugar and salt, and start exercising more to manage my blood pressure. So I set out to exercise every day for at least 30 minutes (hah!), check my blood pressure daily (worked well for
3 months), stop eating stuff with huge amounts of salt in it (very hard), and then stop consuming my sugar (easier than salt, but still very hard). For two months I was very solid, giving myself the top five every other second, but then the slip starts to happen... First I missed a day or two of work loads, then I
give up a week because I felt angry about it all and just wanted to knock, and then we had 2 our beautiful baby boys and you can only guess what happened next. I completely lost everything, until one day I got out of it and realized I had to jump on the ship again. if for anything else but my family . Here's
what I'm doing the best you can, dummy! Habits seem like now: working out 1-3 times a week, whatever I can pull off obsession about sodium levels per pack of interesting food and just cutting back (also never eating at Taco Bell again - do you know how bad that place is for you?) stop wondering how
many sugar spoons I should eat daily, and instead limit my parts. (Though I stopped putting it to my coffee every day and surprisingly don't miss it a bit!) Enjoy freer stress, a healthier half-healthier, semi-healthier lifestyle because I still have a long way to go on the field, but again, do a few things every
week versus nothing much better in the long run. And I think that's the part that many of us missed. We dong so much on ourselves, that doing just a little bit doesn't seem worth it. We're going to win the whole weird race and we're going to do it now maybe this new strategy comes as pleasing, it can be,
but again when you replace it giving it a comparison it looks like a world of difference. It's kind of like when some of you got mad at me for drinking bottled water a few years ago, even though it was the only way it made me drink it you told me to just drink tap water - it's free! And you're being bad to the
environment - stop it! That were all actually authentic points, however after 30 years of trying a variety of tricks and tips it just didn't happen. So I had to ask myself if drinking 0 glasses of water a day to save money was better than ultimately being healthy. And I bet you can guess. the path i took . (I know
you, however, that I'm finally finding a solution that solves all the problems going :) forward! All of this is to say that it's okay to be perfect with every single goal you set. If you're having trouble saving it $1,000 for your electronic fund, or nixing your $3,000 of credit card debt, which is all good and normal -
just don't give up completely!! Continue saving $10 here and paying off $20 there as possible, and if you happen to cross a good streak of wealth down the road (whether mentally or financially), you can tweak your plan from there. I just never gave up! So please, bring those goals that you set in January
and let this party start again! Just try this time to simply do what you can, dummy. No longer going hardcore and burning in the end. Doing something better than nothing! The end of motivational speech /// Goes to grab sugar-free coffee and check your blood pressure ———— [Cred Photo: Jenny
Hughes] Jay loves talking about money, collecting coins, blasting hip-hop, and hanging out with his three beautiful sons. You can download all your online jmoney.biz. Thanks for reading the blog! Blog!
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